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Abstract. Current software for estimating potential losses from hazards uses GIS 

software in order to display results of damage analysis on a map. In parallel, 

within the fields of geographic visualization and GISc systems capable of 

visualizing data for entire planets are starting to appear. One of the new challenges 

in this context is to develop a simple and intuitive general purpose navigation 

mode that will work well for a single planet from outer space to a street level. 

Such works are missing today. Although the need for global navigation in disaster 

management applications is rather conceptual than practical, introducing a 

conceptually better navigation mode has positive practical consequences also for 

applications in this field. By better concept for a navigation mode we mean: The 

navigation become generally usable around the whole globe regardless location of 

the viewpoint or level of detail used for the scene rendering; the navigation is 

intuitive for humans; and the navigation is simple by utilizing a single set of 

straightforward mathematical relations. In this text we introduce such global 

navigation mode, which has been implemented in Grifinor system.

1 Introduction

Subject of global visual navigation lacks works presenting concrete solu-
tions convenient for an implementation. The only work we have found, 
which  addresses,  but  does  not  solve,  this  issue  is  specification  of 
GeoVRML [4].  By providing a simple mathematical solution implemen-
ted in the Grifinor system [1] we aim facilitating adoption of similar navig-



ations in other global systems for interactive geographic visualization. A 
globally applicable navigation induces a practical value by improving an 
estimation of gravitational up vector. In traditional navigations, up is re-
lated to models based on flat approximation of the surface. We try to ad-
dress this improvement by explaining a possible use of the proposed navig-
ation.

Similar to navigation of planar maps, the user can, for example, look 
over a ground acceleration analysis along Newport-Inglewood fault in Los 
Angeles, with surface colored according to the acceleration level of the 
ground; looking down one could zoom-in and zoom-out and pan to any 
side. The proposed navigation also allows to raise the view up, look to the 
sides and survey the situation in a three dimensional context with streets 
and  buildings  surpassing  the  terrain.  This  provides  a  perspective  when 
volumes of constructions at places with various level of ground accelera-
tion are apparent, which might be useful. Heading to a particular direction 
one can move forth and back following certain elevation level. The user 
can also move further from the surface and survey the haze and pollution 
in the area, which it in turn might become necessary to see from the even 
broader context of atmospheric circulation. At this scale it might be pos-
sible to identify hazard vulnerability near areas forming tropical cyclones, 
areas with high horizontal temperature contrasts forming strong wind or 
areas with an exceptional rainfall. At this rather global point of view it be-
comes apparent that moving forth or back, the navigation actually has to 
follow spherical shape of our planet in order to preserve the user’s eleva-
tion level. This provides a natural experience for humans and offers a visu-
al navigation and perception at many scales. At one session the user can 
approach the surface a little, explore cyclone’s vertical structure by looking 
up and down, and return to the street level underneath, which is in a pos-
sibly endangered urban area. If such system exists, the user can go through 
all of this using a single navigation mode.

In the following section we introduce a theory briefly and concept for 
the proposed navigation mode. In Section 3 we provide an algorithm that 
formalizes the navigation. We discuss results at the end.

2 Types of Navigation

We classify navigation modes with at  least  four degrees of  freedom as 
either world orientation independent (independent mode) or world orient-
ation dependent (dependent mode).



The independent modes implement navigation in the local coordinate 
system of the camera. In general this allows translation along the left-right, 
up-down, and forward-backward axes as well as roll, pitch, and yaw rota-
tion all in the local coordinate system of the camera. Since there is no con-
strains with regard to position and orientation of the camera, it can be used 
for navigating every kind of 3D environment.  However, this  navigation 
mode may not be the easiest to use in special cases. For example if there is 
a sense of gravitational up and down, it is up to the user to keep track of 
those directions as well as aligning the horizon to be horizontal, which we 
assume the majority of humans prefer. In this case orientation dependent 
modes can be much easier to use.

In contrast, dependent modes of navigation partially or fully depend on 
the orientation of the world coordinate system. A well known example of 
this is used in most first or third person perspective computer games. In 
this mode the up axis of the player is always parallel to the up axis of the 
world. The user can move forward and sideways in his local coordinate 
system,  rotate  around  his  local  up  axis  (yaw),  and  look  up  and  down 
(pitch) but no more than 90 degrees in either direction from horizontal. It 
is usually impossible to modify roll permanently so aligning the horizon is 
unnecessary. This navigation usually requires a flat world to function and 
thus limits the possible geographical extent. This is not a problem for most 
games since they deal with a relatively small world.

Dealing with spherical worlds, we have identified two problems that we 
would like to address: First, we would like to have the advantages associ-
ated with a dependent navigation mode since we believe this would make 
it easier for the user to navigate the world in our system. Second, the huge 
size of the world makes it convenient to have a mechanism that more or 
less  automatically  guesses  the  speed at  which you want  to  travel.  This 
guess could simply be based on elevation above the spherical or ellipsoid 
approximation of the earth, or more advanced above the terrain. This is ad-
dressed in [4]. In this paper, we focus on the first issue only.

2.1 Desired Navigation

In  sake  of  proposing  the  desired  navigation  mode  we  will  distinguish 
between three coordinate systems:

 The world coordinate system, with origin at the center of the planet.
 The local coordinate system of the user, where the up direction is de-

pendent on the position of the user in the world coordinate system, 
the  forward  direction is  given  by the horizontal  orientation  of  the 
user, and the right direction is implicitly given by the two others.



 The camera coordinate system is the local coordinate system rotated 
pitch degrees to allow the user to look up or down.

We have found it  easy and intuitive  to  navigate,  at  local  and global 
scale, when the up vector of the user is continually kept aligned with the 
gravitational up vector of the world in the position of the user. Navigation 
with regard to rotations is performed in the local coordinate system, and 
movement is  performed in  the  camera coordinate system. In effect  this 
means we have a dependent mode where the position in the virtual world 
gives the direction of the local up vector, and movement is relative to the 
camera orientation. Moving along a spherical approximation of the terrain 
surface with a pitch angle of zero, the user should stay at the same altitude. 
We have chosen to name this family of navigation modes Geo Embedded 
Navigation.

3 The Algorithm

Our intention is that it should be possible to design the navigation code as 
if navigation took place in a flat world on a frame to frame basis. For this 
reason we expect a movement vector in the camera coordinate system as 
well as changes in the pitch and yaw angles of the camera.

Technically, navigation in our system is performed by continually set-
ting a transform matrix  for  the camera which positions and orients the 
camera in the virtual world. We assume a right handed world coordinate 
system and a graphics system, which furthermore has the  x axis to the 
right, y axis up, and z axis towards the observer.



Fig. 1. The local coordinate system

We keep track of the orientation of the local and the camera coordinate 
systems by keeping four variables: A position vector in world coordinates, 
pos, a forward vector in world coordinates,  localFwd , an up vector, 
localUp,  also  in  world  coordinates,  and  a  local  camera  pitch  angle, 
pitch. The local coordinate system is illustrated in Figure 1.

Between each frame we receive incremental  updates  of  the  yaw and 
pitch angles, yawΔ  and pitchΔ  as well as a move vector, move  in camera 
local coordinates.

The major tasks of the algorithm are the following, which will be de-
scribed in more detail below:

 Perform changes to orientation requested by the user
 Make an orientation transform matrix
 Transform the camera local move vector into global coordinates
 Find new position candidate
 Remove vertical position error
 Find new orientation
 Set new orientation and position in the resulting matrix

To perform the changes in orientation requested by the user, the variable 
pitch is incremented with pitchΔ  and clamped to range [-π/2; π/2], while 



the yaw update is handled by rotating localFwd  yawΔ  around localUp
.

Based on  localFwd ,  localUp ,  and their  cross product,  localRight ,  we 
form a transformation matrix from local to global coordinates. To have a 
transformation from camera coordinates to world coordinates, the matrix is 
multiplied by another matrix which rotates pitch around the x axis. move 
is then transformed into world coordinates.

A new position candidate, pos1 is found by adding move and pos .

Fig. 2. The error to be removed from pos1

To take the curvature of the earth into account, the length of pos1 is 
reduced by the length of error as depicted in Figure 2. If this operation was 
skipped, moving horizontally would slowly send the user into outer space.

The orientation also needs adjustment due to pos  and pos1 not being 
parallel. A new localUp vector is created based on pos1 and the rota-
tion of the old localUp  into the new localUp  is used for updating localFwd
.

Finally, the transformation matrix is created based on the new position 
and orientation.



3.1 Pseudo Code

In the following we present the pseudo code for the implementation of up-
dating the world camera position and orientation. Checks for numeric pre-
cision problems are not included in order to preserve clarity.

The function updateNavigation() that implements the navigation, is 
intended to be called each time navigation parameters have changed and a 
new frame needs to be drawn.

The move vector parameter is in camera local coordinates. The delta-
HAngle and  deltaVAngle are changes in local (not camera) horizontal 
and vertical angles. These parameters have to be supplied by the "flat-nav-
igation" system implemented to meet the specific requirements for the ap-
plication and user preferences.

The  function  uses  four  variables  (pos,  localUp,  localFwd,  and 
pitch) to store state, and these have to be initialized to something reason-
able.  pos,  localFwd, and  localUp are all in the global coordinate sys-
tem, and furthermore localFwd and localUp have to be unit length and 
orthogonal. pos must never become (0, 0, 0) as the up vector is undefined 
in that case. pitch is restricted to lie in the interval [-π /2; π /2] using the 
function clampToRange().

The following functions have to be available (for resources see [2, 3]).

function vector rotateVector(vector v, real angle, vec-
tor axis) returns a rotated version of v, the angle, angle, right handed 
around axis.

function vector rotateVector(vector v, vector v1, vec-
tor v2) returns a rotated version of  v given by the rotation from v1 to 
v2.

function  matrix  createXAxisRotationMatrix(real  angle) 
returns a matrix that rotates angle around the x axis.

function matrix getRotationMatrix(vector i, vector j, 
vector k) returns an identity matrix but with the upper left 3x3 part set 
to i, j, and k as the first, second, and third column vectors respectively.

function  matrix  getRotationAndTranslationMatrix(vector 
i, vector j, vector k, vector p) is like  getRotationMat-
rix() but also sets the position p.



Additionally, we assume operators + on vectors and * on matrices. The rest 
of the functions should be self explanatory.

vector pos, localUp, localFwd
real pitch

function matrix updateNavigation (vector move,
                                  real deltaHAngle,
                                  real deltaVAngle) {
  # Update local orientation
  pitch = clampToRange(pitch + deltaVAngle, -PI/2, PI/2)
  matrix pitchMatrix = createXAxisRotationMatrix(pitch)
  localFwd = rotateVector(localFwd, deltaHAngle, localUp)
  
  # Make orientation transform matrix
  vector localUp = normalize(pos)
  vector localRight = cross(localFwd, localUp)
  matrix m = getRotationMatrix(localRight, localUp,-localFwd)
  m = m * pitchMatrix
  
  # Calculate new position
  move = transform(m, move) # local to world coordinates
  pos1 = pos + move
  
  # Eliminate vertical position error
  real posLen = length(pos)
  real pos1Len = length(pos1)
  real cosangle = dot(pos, pos1)/(posLen*pos1Len)
  real error = posLen/cosangle - posLen
  real scaleFactor = (pos1Len - error)/pos1Len
  pos1 = scale(pos1, scaleFactor)
  
  # Update orientation and position
  vector pos1Norm = normalize(pos1)
  localFwd = rotateVector(localFwd, localUp, pos1Norm)
  localUp = pos1Norm
  localRight = cross(localFwd, localUp)
  pos = pos1
  
  # Make final matrix
  m = getRotationAndTranslationMatrix(
        localRight, localUp, -localFwd, pos1)
  m = m * pitchMatrix
  return m
}



4 Discussion

We have introduced a general purpose navigation mode suitable for global 
visual navigation in virtual environments representing an entire planet. The 
article attempts to relate the subject of global navigation to systems for dis-
aster management. Presented theory and algorithm are based on a real im-
plementation in the Grifinor system using Java and 64-bit precision float-
ing point numbers. We categorize navigation modes as either world orient-
ation independent or world orientation dependent. In order to provide intu-
itive behavior to most users we found the dependent mode of navigation 
most desirable for general purpose navigation on virtual planets.

The navigation can be used at any scale around the globe with the same 
natural feel, which provides sense down in the direction to the center of the 
planet and movement forward along a current spherical level. There are no 
poles where the navigation behaves unpredictable, except for the center of 
the planet where the sense down is represented by a null vector.

Presented algorithm addresses few issues that worth mentioning. An er-
ror in elevation occurs at very high speeds. If the horizontal movement 
between consecutive frames approaches infinity the actual movement ap-
proaches only a quarter of a turn around the planet (independently of the 
given  height).  However,  even  with  a  relatively  slow  frame  rate  of  12 
frames per second it is still possible to go almost three times around the 
globe in one second without changing elevation.

Another issue is that mathematical approximation of planets by sphere is 
not exact. In case of Earth, traveling from the pole at zero level along the 
meridian brings user approximately 20 kilometers below Atlantic Ocean at 
the equator. This is due to the fact that planets tend to be rather ellipsoids 
of revolution than a sphere. This is a subject for improvement although in 
practice  this  imprecision  is  not  constraining  since  user  can  correct  the 
movement direction slightly if there is a drift up or down. Moreover this 
becomes an issue when navigating across long distances, which are usually 
performed from elevations above 50 kilometers.

Based on the implementation we can subjectively conclude that the new 
navigation  mode  is  an  improvement  over  a  general  world  independent 
mode when browsing globe-like worlds.
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